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PART-A / A
 
Directions (Questions 1-20): There are 20 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), and each question 
carries 1 mark. All questions are compulsory. 

 (  1-20): (MCQs) ,  

 
1. Which is the oldest form of composition of Hindustani vocal music? 
 (1) Tappa (2) Dhrupad (3) Thumri  (4) Khayal 
 - ? 
         
 
2. The Maori are the indigenous people of which nation? 
 (1) Indonesia (2) Ghana (3) Columbia (4) New Zealand  
 ? 
         
 
3. World's oldest cave painting was recently found in which country? 
 (1) India (2) China (3) Indonesia (4) Japan 
 ? 
         
 
4. 'And the Show Goes On' was a documentary made by the BBC on which Indian filmmaker? 
 (1) Mrinal Sen (2) Raj Kapoor (3) Satyajit Ray (4) Dev Anand 
 ' ' ? 
         
 
5. The phenomenon that enables us to perceive motion is known as  
 (1) Entopic phenomenon.  (2) Persistence of vision. 
 (3) Newton's first law.   (4) Galileo's law of motion. 
 ,  
        
         
 
6. Dogri is primarily spoken in which State/UT of India? 
 (1) Punjab   (2) Meghalaya 
 (3) Gujarat   (4) Jammu & Kashmir 
 ? 
       
       
 
7. Leshalaptu is a folk dance of which Indian State? 
 (1) Nagaland (2) Kerala (3) Karnataka (4) Goa 
 ? 
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8. What is the full form of AR which is fast becoming popular in the entertainment industry? 
 (1) Actual Reality   (2) Arterial Realism 
 (3) Artificial Realism   (4) Augmented Reality  
  ? 
       
       
 
9. Which of the following States has the longest coastline? 
 (1) Andhra Pradesh (2) Kerala (3) Maharashtra (4) Tamil Nadu 
 ? 
 (1)  2)  3)  4)  
 
10. Which of the following is used in writing pencil? 
 (1) Graphite (2) Silicon (3) Mica (4) Phosphorus 
 ? 
 (1)  2)  3)  4)  
 
11. Which was the most visited centrally-protected ticketed monument by foreign visitors, as per the 

Indian Tourism statistics 2022? 
 (1) Taj Mahal   (2) Red Fort 
 (3) Group of monuments at Mamallapuram (4) Qutab Minar 
 , 

? 
       
     
 
12. NESTS is an autonomous institution working under which Union Ministry? 
 (1) Ministry of Education  (2) Ministry of Tribal Affairs 
 (3) Ministry of Culture   (4) Ministry of External Affairs 
 NESTS ? 
       
       
 
13. The Indian Space Research Organization has collaborated with which country to explore the Venus 

and the dark side of the moon? 
 (1) USA (2) Japan (3) Australia (4) Russia 
 ? 
         
 
14. Who among the following prefers to appear on screen in his own directorial work.  
 (1) Alfred Hitchcock   (2) Fransis Ford Coppola 
 (3) Akira Kurosawa   (4) Majid Majidi  
  
 (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  
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15. Which of the following statements is not correct. 
 (1) The President of India is the head of government 
 (2) Writ Petitions can be field at the Supreme Court and High Court  
 (3) Access to drinking water is part of right to life  
 (4) International Peace is an aim mentioned in the constitution of India  
 ?  
   
   
   
   
 
16. What is the meaning of the word 'Moonlighting'? 
 (1) Lighting technique used by cinematographers. 
 (2) Doing additional second job. 
 (3) Driving at night. 
 (4) Enjoying the moonlight. 
 ' ' ? 
   
    
    
    
 
17. The Article 51A(h) in Indian Constitution is about 
 (1) to develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform. 
 (2) freedom to practice and propagation of religion subject to public order, morality and health. 
 (3) federalism as part of the basic structure. 
 (4) official language of the country. 
  
  ,   
  ,   
    
    
 
18. FIH Men's World Cup 2023 Hockey Final was played between which countries? 
 (1) Australia vs New Zealand  (2) Germany vs Belgium 
 (3) Argentina vs Netherlands (4) Spain vs South Africa 
 FIH Men's World Cup 2023 ? 
      
       
 
19. Which of the following is Motto of Paralympic? 
 (1) To touch the sky with glory (2) To free the oppressed 
 (3) Spirit in motion   (4) Service before self 
 ? 
         
 
20. Which is the happiest country in the world according to the World Happiness Report 2022? 
 (1) Switzerland (2) New Zealand (3) Finland (4) Netherlands 
 ? 
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PART-B / B
 
Directions (Questions 21-35): These questions are Subject Specific. There are 15 Multiple Select 
Questions (MSQs), and each question carries 2 marks. Each question has four answer options and 
question may have one or more than one correct answer options. All questions are compulsory. 

 (  21-35): ,  15 (MSQs) ,  , 2  
,   

 
21. Reverberation of sound is  
 (1) caused by multiple reflections. (2) only created by software. 
 (3) dependent on the size of the room. (4) due to non absorbing walls. 
    
 (1)  (2)    
 (3)   (4)    
 
22. A microphone  
 (1) converts acoustic energy to electric energy. 
 (2) captures whatever sounds come to it. 
 (3) is a transducer. 
 (4) needs to be appropriately placed for the required tone. 
   
 (1)  
 (2)  
 (3)  
 (4)    
 
23. A person's speech 
 (1) will always be in the same pitch. (2) will always be in a specific frequency. 
 (3) can vary in pitch due to emotion. (4) can vary in rhythm. 
     
 (1)   (2)    
 (3)   (4)   
 
24. Sound travels  
 (1) faster in a dense medium. (2) slower in a dense medium. 
 (3) faster in vacuum.   (4) only in a medium. 
   - 
 (1)     (2)   
 (3)      (4)    
 
25. Which of the following property(ies) a sound wave can undergo? 
 (1) Reflection  (2) Diffusion  (3) Refraction  (4) Diffraction  
  ? 
 (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  
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26. Dolby  
 (1) used to be a noise reduction system in magnetic tapes. 
 (2) is essential for sound recording. 
 (3) is a technology used to create loud sound. 
 (4) develops various sound formats for cinema exhibition. 
   
 (1)     
 (2)  
 (3)   
 (4)  
 
27. When two violinist play the same scale simultaneously,  
 (1) it is equivalent to doubling the sound of one of the violins. 
 (2) it can only create chaos. 
 (3) it can create richer sounds due to two musicians involved. 
 (4) each violin adds its timbre. 
  , 
 (1)   
 (2)   
 (3)   
 (4)  
 
28. While listening to something critically, we tend to close our eyes because 
 (1) this is to concentrate on the sound. 
 (2) this is a habit without any significance. 
 (3) this is to avoid possible distraction due to seeing. 
 (4) it improves listening and not hearing. 
   
 (1)   
 (2)  
 (3)  
 (4)  ,  
 
29. Factor(s) that influence(s) the speed of sound wave is/are 
 (1) density of the medium.  (2) amplitude of the sound wave. 
 (3) intensity of the sound wave. (4) humidity of the medium. 
   
 (1)    (2)   
 (3)    (4)   
 
30. Sound waves can travel through  
 (1) solid.  (2) liquid.  (3) gases.  (4) vaccum. 
   
 (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  
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31. A man hears a gunshot after seeing the fire from a gun. This is due to the reason that  
 (1) sound travels faster than light. (2) light travels faster than sound. 
 (3) eyes are more sensitive than ears. (4) None of these 
   , - 

 (1)    (2)    

 (3)  (4)  

 

32. 'Mexican wave' in a stadium is also known as  
 (1) Transverse Wave.   (2) Longitudinal Wave. 
 (3) Electro Magnetic Wave. (4) Stadium Wave. 
   ' '    - 

 (1)     (2)  

 (3)     (4)   

 
33. Compared to sound in a cinema multiplex, sound of a home theatre system 
 (1) will be better than multiplex, because there is no public to disturb. 
 (2) will be better than a laptop or a phone, but not as good as a multiplex. 
 (3) will not be better than multiplex sound, but would still be good enough. 
 (4) will not be better than a laptop or phone, but still quite loud. 
  ,  

 (1) ,  

 (2) ,  

 (3) ,  

 (4) ,  

 
34. The relationship between frequency and wavelength of a sound wave is  
 (1) inversely proportional.  (2) directly proportional. 
 (3) equal.    (4) Can't be commented  
 -  

 (1)     (2)  

 (3)     (4)   

 
35. Resistance of a conductor depends on  
 (1) length of the conductor.  (2) colour of the conductor. 
 (3) area of cross-section of the conductor. (4) All these 
   -  

 (1)     (2)   

 (3) -   (4)   
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Partial Marks: +1.5 If all the four options are correct but ONLY three options are chosen;  
 Partial Marks: +1 If three or more options are correct but ONLY two options are chosen, both of which are correct;  
 Partial Marks: +0.5 If two or more options are correct but ONLY one option is chosen and it is a correct option;  
 Zero Marks: 0 if none of the option is chosen (i.e., the question is unanswered).  
 Negative Marks: 0.25 In all other cases.  
7.  In case of ambiguity in translation, English version will be deemed authentic. Rough work to be done on Question 

Booklet.  
8.  Objective type Answers are to be marked on the OMR Answer-Sheet, which is provided separately.  
9.  Use only Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to darken the oval(s) for answering. 
10.  Once oval(s) is/are darkened as answer to the question, it is final. Answer option(s) once darkened cannot be changed.  
11. Appropriate civil/criminal proceedings will be instituted against the candidate taking or attempting to take this Question 

Booklet or part of it outside the examination hall.  
12. The right to exclude any question(s) from final evaluation rests with the testing authority.  
13. Do not seek clarification on any item in the question booklet from the test invigilator. Use your best judgment.  
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